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A personal approach to transform 
the patient experience.
Create an interactive environment centered 
around the patient with a personal approach 
to deliver an interactive patient system.

www.pdiarm.com

Reduce back, neck and eye strain.
Allow the patient to easily adjust their viewing 
experience away from glare and to where it’s  
most comfortable in their current position.

A superior viewing experience.
A smaller screen, doesn’t equate to a lacking 
entertainment experience. A 14” to 19” display 
mounted in close proximity to the viewer is  
equal with a 90” wall TV across the room.

Interact at the bedside.
Arm mounted systems create 
intimate personal environments where 
patients feel at ease while viewing 
personal records, video conferencing 
with doctors or loved ones, and 
accessing their social networks and 
messaging apps.

PDi Arm Mounted System

“…severe headaches made it difficult for my 
father to wear his glasses, but the TV swing 
arm allowed him to pull the television close 
and alleviate his boredom between visits 
from family and friends.” – Rich C., OH

Stability and security.
A securely mounted display deters theft and eliminates 
the risk of a device being damaged by gravity.



A broad range of motion.
With just a light touch, PDi’s arms lift, 
swing, tilt, rotate or retract to free up 
space.

Wires:  
Out of sight.  
Out of mind.
Make the patient room a 
clean, cable free zone. PDi 
arm mounted systems are 
engineered to store power 
cords, ethernet cables, coax 
and more within the arm 
for continuous power and 
connection so the patient 
won’t experience any  
interruptions.

The most customizable arms in the industry.
PDi’s innovative design allows arms to be mounted to headwalls, 
counters, floors, ceilings, chairs and more.

PDi will even bring their engineering expertise to your project to 
ensure this system will work in your unique environment.

PDi’s patented arm systems are designed to fit PDi’s current 
19”, 15”, and 14” display product line and to be backwards 
compatible with future devices.

Every arm has an antimicrobial powder coated finish for long 
life. Available in Cream, Black and Grey.

1000 Series Arm

500 Series Arm

®

The Longest Reaching Arm in the Industry

The Lean Solution, Without Sacrifices

The Durable,  
Yet Versatile Arm

400 Series Arm

3 Arms with Unparalleled 
Range of Motion

800.628.9870
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The difference is in the details. PDi’s arms make 
the patient’s room safer while offering greater durability and 
enhanced aesthetics. The easy to clean, powdercoated surface is 
antimicrobial to reduce the spread of pathogens. Many standard  
arm models are UL Listed, rust resistant with antirecoil and 
swivel safety features so the arm won’t disturb other equipment 
in the room.

PDi-AA4
PDi-AA5

PDi-AA10 
PDi-AD10
PDi-AE10

UL LISTED

A Quality Arm Made for 
Healthcare
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